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A Letter From the President

Wayne Crowder
ISTD Fellow & Examiner 

Dear Members of the USISTD,

The new year has begun and I am excited to 
be working with the new members of the National 
Committee. For many years the officers of the Society 
have worked hard getting “the house in order” and now 
is the time to reach out and tackle those new ideas that 
will move our Society forward.

Our examination department is second to none.  
Our hard earned credentials are valued as the most 
prestigious throughout the dance community. We can demonstrate this best by having 
our examiners work closely with other professionals and studio owners through 
the USISTD Medals Program. This is a win/win situation. We have testimony after 
testimony from studio owners who have tried the USISTD Medals Program and 
have seen, first hand, the benefits this program generates. There is an excitement and 
enthusiasm that builds within the studio as the students prepare for the Medals Exam 
Day. The professionals working within those studios are introduced to the USISTD 
and the Examination process which generates interest in the Professional Medals and 
eventually the Professional Exams.

It has never been easier to organize a Medals Program in your studio. The 
USISTD has produced a Medals Program DVD that walks you through the process 
of implementing this energizing tool. This DVD is free to anyone wanting to find out 
more about the USISTD Medals Program. To order your free Medals Program DVD, 
contact the Publication Department at: publications@usistd.org. Just give Tamara your 
name and address and you will receive your copy in the mail. The USISTD website has 
a whole page devoted to the Medals Program.

Check it our and see what the USISTD can do for you!

     Sincerely,
     Wayne Crowder
     President
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A Letter From the Editor

Daphne Cunliffe
Fellow ISTD

Continued on page 7

On The Lesson
Teach Like a Grandmaster

Did you ever see a chess grandmaster (simul) give a simultaneous exhibition?  
The grandmaster can play 25 different games simultaneously with a different 
opponent on each board and may well defeat them all.

How does this relate to dancing?
Watching a top teacher at work, especially when teaching a large group class, is 

as exciting as watching a chess simul.  Think of each couple in the class as a different 
chess game -- the objective is to pay attention to each couple and give them individual 
treatment, accomplishing the goal of winning-over each couple and making their 
dancing better.

To become a superior teacher requires continual study.  It is very easy for 
teachers to become complacent and comfortable in their situations, forgetting that 
continued growth is the key to success and happiness. If you have a competitive 
nature, your goal as a dance teacher is to have every student learn and enjoy the 
process.  When I teach a large class I want to feel as if I’ve “won”-- the class loved 
me and my teaching.  I don’t want to just do OK, I strive for perfection -- to be a 
grandmaster.

When I started teaching university students, one of my friends, a highly-rated 
professor, gave me good advice: “know everyone’s name fast and you’ll get more 
respect”.  At the start of a semester it is hard work to learn 24 names quickly, but it is 
worth the effort.

Teaching a class of between 20 and 30 students requires attention to detail and 
a good memory.  I find it helpful to watch everyone dance to begin the class.  Four 
things are most important for me to see: posture, alignment, footwork, and knees. 
I make mental notes and try to triage the best I can.  What can help each couple the 
most?  Sometimes it looks like complete chaos and I have to decide quickly what I 
can say to have the most impact on each couple. After watching, I give each couple 

Dear Members, 

This is a very eclectic issue. Although we have to say 
goodbye to a long term member of the National Com-
mittee, Martin Smith; Frank Regan has done a nice job 
summarizing all of Martin’s accomplishments over 
the last 5 years. There is a lovely collage of pictures 
highlighting the most recent medal test sessions in the 
center of the issue. Congratulations to everyone. Cher 
Rutherford has given us a wonderful interview with 
Tony Carinhas with some great pictures, one of which 
is on the cover. There are many  other great articles 
about teaching and a creative amalgamation for Fox-
trot from Phillip Stevens. Enjoy.              — Daphne
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specific details they need to work on: not much, only 2 or three things per couple 
so they are not overwhelmed.  I repeat the process a few more times throughout the 
class, making note whether the students were able to correct their mistakes.  I may 
give them personalized homework at the end of the class.

This teaching technique forces me to pay attention to everyone and to focus on 
a few specific things.  You can’t fix everything, but you can have a powerful impact 
on the students by finding and correcting the most pressing problems.  Large group 
classes are difficult to teach, but if you do it well the students will always come back 
because they know you care about them individually and want to make their dancing 
better.

One way to work towards having a better memory and retaining information 
in your head while you are teaching is to try the previously mentioned technique 
in private lessons.  A big problem with privates is that once you see something 
wrong, you want to fix it right away.  Try having the student or couple dance a 
whole song without any correction or instruction.  Make mental notes about what is 
wrong.  Using no more than 4 or 5 general concepts, e.g. foot action, leg swing, body 
alignment or body sway, will help organize your mind so your instruction is not 
scattered.  Stay on task with one concept at a time to keep the student focused.

A most rewarding thing happened to me a short while ago.  A new student, who 
had just joined a class I was teaching, told me at the end that she had never received 
that kind of attention before in a class setting.  “How did you see so much?”  I felt like 
a grandmaster.

A DVD has been produced and directed 
by Frank Regan and will be available as 
of March first at the online store. This 
DVD features a new “Closed Hold” 
category in American Ballroom (smooth) 
Bronze and Silver. The amalgamations 
feature Imperial and/or NDCA ap-
proved syllabus figures.

Michael Shultz FISTD and Leila Shultz LISTD 
with director Frank Regan in production mode 
for a soon to be released DVD.

New DVD Now AvailableDo you have photos from 
medal tests, examinations 
or competitions that have 

taken place at your studio?

Send them to 
TOPLINE 

for publication!
Send photos to

Daphne Cunliffe, Editor
11 Washington Valley Rd., 
Morristown, NJ 07960 or
email electronic files to

Daphne.Cunliffe@gmail.com
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Membership Director’s Report

For those of you that were unable to attend the 
Congress in November, I want to answer the question 
of what is involved in operating the Membership 
Services Department.

The position of Membership Services Director 
involves both day to day communications with our 401 

members as well as the very important job of updating 
and maintaining the membership database.  Changes 

must be made whenever a member contacts me with new information about 
themselves, such as address, phone or email address changes, etc.  I also work 
hand in hand with the Examination Director and the Editor of Topline, to make 
sure that new members are placed in the database and put on the mailing list 
for all outgoing information.  I process incoming materials sent from the Exam 
Director regarding degree upgrades when current members take additional 
exams.  I then transfer all of this information to the Website Director, so that 
additions or changes can be made on the website.

 I work closely with my counterpart at the ISTD in London, making sure 
that all current information is updated in their computer, all dues are posted (half 
of your yearly dues must be paid to the ISTD) and all exam upgrades and new 
members noted in their database.

 As requested by the NDCA, I periodically check their database against 
ours, to verify that the adjudication credentials NDCA members have listed are 
correct, and that their memberships are current.

 Please help me to help you.  It is imperative that you make me aware 
of any changes in your contact information.  Having your correct information 
is the only way that we can stay in touch with you.  I must have your current 
email address, as most of our communications now go out via email.  This is 
in response to our efforts to become “more green” as an organization.  I must 
have your correct mailing address, or you will not receive your copy of Topline 
when it is sent 3 times per year.  Please feel free to contact me at any time at:   
mscrowder@triad.rr.com.

Marie Crowder
Licenciate ISTD
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FACULTY:            LORI WOODS-GAY, DUAL FELLOW AND EXAMINER, FORMER PRESIDENT, USISTD 

SCHEDULE:          30 HOURS OF INSTRUCTION OVER 5 DAYS - DIFFERENT DANCE EACH DAY

TOPICS COVERED: - MAN’S AND LADY’S PART OF ALL SYLLABUS FIGURES

                 - TECHNICAL DETAILS OF EACH STEP PATTERN

                 - TIPS AND TRICKS ON WHAT TO STUDY AND HOW TO PRESENT

                 - SAMPLE EXAM ROUTINES 

CCOST:            $450 FOR 30 HOURS OF INSTRUCTION, LATE FEE OF $50 AFTER 3/31/2012
           SINGLE DAY REGISTRATION ALSO AVAILABLE

REGISTRATION:    PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED VIA WEBSITE

 U
NITED STATES

LEARN INVIGILATION-FRIENDLY ROUTINES FOR COMPETITIONS AND EXAMS
PREPARE FOR CERTIFICATION AS AN ADJUDICATOR

PREPARE FOR ASSOCIATE (BRONZE) AND LICENTIATE (SILVER) EXAMS
OPEN TO PROFESSIONALS AND AMATEURS, ALL LEVELS WELCOME

S TANDARD S YMPOSIUM
JULY 4 - 8, 2012

THE MOST IN-DEPTH PREPARATION FOR THE ISTD STANDARD EXAMS

IMPERIAL SOCIETY OF TEACHERS OF DANCING
 PRESENTS...

U N I T E D  S T A T E S

HILTON - ROCKVILLE, MD

INDEPENDENCE DAY
BALLJULY 4TH - 8TH, 2012

OVER 150WORKSHOPS

CHAMPIONSHIP DANCE CAMPS

Learn from the Champions!
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2011 was a busy year. A lot of time, energy, and 
resources went into revitalizing our Medal Test System. 
The medal system committee is continuing to work on 
finalizing a few of our new tools and getting them up 
on the website for your use. There will soon be a menu 
of downloadable materials you can use to promote 
your school and your Medal System events. We all 
hope that you will be able to put these new tools to 
good use in your business and that they will help you 
increase your business and your profits. Keep checking 
the “USISTD Medal System” drop down menu on the 
left side of the page for new additions. If you need 

anything that is not yet up, please contact me or Chris 
Thompson. 

Individual medal tests increased from 293 in 2010 to 336 in 2011, and we 
almost doubled the number of medal test examination sessions. 2010 was a 
particularly slow year, but we have now regained most of what we lost. This year 
we have more interest in our Medal System in this first quarter than we have had 
for a first quarter since I have been keeping the records. 

Professional exams were also up from 52 in 2010 to 79 in 2011 (our highest 
for many years). We welcomed 19 new members this past year. Thank you very 
much to our top 5 Trainers in 2011 (for training the most professional candidates 
- information taken from the trainers listed on the applications of successful 
candidates):

Lori Gay: training 13 candidates
Frank Regan: training 13 candidates
Phillip Stephens: training 12 candidates
Mandy Ball: training 11 candidates
Miriam Ellis: training 8 candidates
Trainers are now a searchable category on our USISTD website. Click on 

“Members of the USISTD” then apply the filter for Trainers (T) in your State. 
If there are no trainers listed in your area, consider using the closest USISTD 
member with the best qualifications, bringing a trainer in, and/or traveling 
to one. For those of you who are trainers, please check your listing. If you 
haven’t updated your information under the membership section, or given your 
permission to list your contact information, please do so on the website or with 
Marie Crowder, if you wish to be found more easily by prospective candidates. 

If you would like more information about any of this, or to schedule an 
exam, or exam session, please contact me. I’d be very happy to walk you through 
the process, if it is new to you. Our examination system is set up to help maintain 
our high standards for teachers in the dance industry and to help promote good 
dancing and your dance business. 

Completed Exam Sessions:
October 15th, 2011: Patricia Panebianco and Stephanie Falciano hosted 27 medal 

Examinations Director’s Report

Amanda Ball
Fellow ISTD
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tests in Farmingdale, NY.
November 11th-12th, 2011: Tom Rzepnicki hosted 23 medal tests, 7 professional 
exams, and a fabulous USISTD Congress, in Churchville, MD.
November 16th-17th, 2011: Mandy Ball hosted 20 medal tests and 4 professional 
exams in Orlando, FL.
December 10th, 2011: Connie Reeves hosted 4 medal tests and 1 professional 
exam, welcoming 1 new member in Milwaukee, WI.
December 11th, 2011: Deborah Gillitzer hosted 3 medal tests and 2 professional 
exams in Madison, WI. 
December 17th, 2011: Yolanda Vargas hosted 6 medal tests in San Diego, CA.
December 18th, 2011: Tiffany Fung hosted 7 medal tests in Costa Mesa, CA.
February 19th-20th, 2012: Kirill Gorjatsev & Daria Zotova hosted exams in 
Arlington, VA.

Upcoming Exam Sessions:
March 17th, 2012: Mary Botta will be hosting exams in Silver Spring, MD. 
March 18th, 2012: Mandy Ball will be hosting exams in Orlando, FL.  
May 12th, 2012: Chris Thompson will be hosting exams in Vienna, VA.
July 4th-8th, 2012: Championship Dance Camp in Rockville, MD. Exams may be 
possible before, during, or after. Please contact the examination department, if 
you are interested.
December 2nd-3rd, 2012: Mandy Ball will be hosting exams in Orlando, FL. Two 
Examiners will be available for American Style Fellowship exams.

Upcoming Intensive Examination Training:
Student Teacher and Associate International Latin in Orlando, FL
April 28th- May 2nd 2012 from Saturday-Wednesday 10am-5pm (with 1-2 lunch 
break) Contact Miriam Ellis at 352-314-3979 or miriam_ellis@comcast.net  
30 Hour Course: covering all syllabus figures, technical details, and exam 
presentation.  $350/person (does not include lodging, travel, or food) 
Call for space availability. 

Associate and Licentiate International Ballroom in Rockville, MD
July 4th-8th 2012 from Wednesday-Sunday at Championship Dance Camps 
Lori Gay: 30 Hour Course covering both parts, technical details, what to 
study & how to present, and sample routines. Contact: 888-829-2123 or www.
ChampionshipDanceCamps.com/idb.  $450/person. Single day registration also 
possible.  Must pre-register via website.  $50 late fee after March 31st

Please contact the exam director at exams@usistd.org or 407-902-9995 if 
you would like to post your upcoming exam or exam training information on 
our website, or if you would like to schedule an exam during one of these exam 
sessions. You must be a current member, in good standing, in order to post 
your information. Please check us out regularly at www.usistd.org for updated 
schedules. 

Please contact the exam director at exams@usistd.org or 407-902-9995 if you 
would like any more information, or with any suggestions for making your exam 
experience more rewarding.
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Congratulations to...
Candidate’s Name Exam Level Type
Donald Petersen, NY Associate American Ballroom
Mary Botta, MD Associate American Ballroom
Connie Reeves, WI Associate American Ballroom
Catherine Noblitt, MD Licentiate American Ballroom
Sara Connell, FL Student Teacher American Rhythm
Tanya Tsybenko, FL Associate American Rhythm
Rostislav Toporski, PA Associate American Rhythm
Kenneth Hernandez, Jr., CA Associate International Ballroom
Deborah Gillitzer, WI Associate International Ballroom
Eric Gillitzer, WI Associate International Ballroom
Anna Akarman, NJ Associate International Latin
Mandy Ball, FL Associate International Latin
Ken Broggelwirth, NY Licentiate International Latin
Mandy Ball, FL Licentiate International Latin
Stuart Nichols, FL Fellow International Latin
Brian Wells, DE Licentiate Theater Arts
Susan Cox, VA Licentiate Theater Arts
  
If your examination was taken close to, or after the Topline deadline, 
your success will be celebrated in the next issue.  

NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH

Promote a Medal Test in Your School!
Our new brochure shows students the value and 

fun of the Medal System!
What is a Medal Test?

How does it work?
How will a Medal Test help me achieve my dancing goals?
Brochures are now available through our website.
publications@usistd.org or call (917)362-3924
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Continued on page 14

On The Cover...
by Cher Rutherford, Fellow & Examiner ISTD

Tony Carinhas
 

Mr. Anthony (Tony) Carinhas has been a member of the USISTD since 1974 after 
taking his membership/licentiate Ballroom Exam from Doris Nichols.  He has 58 
years of teaching experience and a dance performance history that is second to none.

A son of first generation Portuguese parents in the seafood business, Tony’s love 
of dance started when he was just a child.  His sisters would “dance him” around the 
house in their arms.  He attended high school in a small town that only had 11 grades; 
however, he loved to go to all of the high school dances…so he could dance with all of 
the teachers.
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Tony’s ballroom career started in Tampa, Florida with Arthur Murrey, Inc. (AMI).  
He also worked for AMI in Corpus Christi and Houston, Texas.  He also taught for an 
independent studio in downtown Los Angeles, California.  He became the Assistant 
National Dance Director for Fred Astaire Dance Studios and was with FADS as an 
Examiner for 32 years.

Tony is such a knowledgeable coach and trainer because he himself studied from 
many dance icons.  They include Josephine Bradley, Brenda Winslade, and Roy and 
June Mavor.

Besides being an excellent trainer in the Ballroom, Latin American, American 
Smooth and Rhythm, Tony studied Spanish Folk Dance.  His first Spanish dance 
partner was Maria Ballas.  (Maria is the mother of Corky Ballas).  He performed for 
President Richard Nixon in the Miller Outdoor Theatre for an audience of 20,000 with 
the Rogulio Rodriguez Spanish dancers.  Another fantastic performance was with 
Jose Greco and the Houston Symphony Orchestra in Houston, Texas.  He also was 
featured on local television station KPRC.

For ten years Tony organized the Vieux Carre Classic competition in New 
Orleans but now he resides in 
Kenner, Louisiana.  He is the 
dance director for the Louisiana 
Ballroom in Hammond, Louisiana 
where the staff and students reap 
the rewards of his knowledge.  He 
is an NDCA national judge and 
of course a trainer for USISTD 
exams.

We salute you Tony for being 
one of our treasured USISTD 
members!

On the Cover
Continued from page 13
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Social Graces

Cher Rutherford
Fellow &

Examiner ISTD

A Ballroom Etiquette Column

So who really thinks that it would be a good idea 
to approach a judge and question their marks with an 
aggressive tone?

I don’t want to turn into Dr. Phil McGraw but my 
second question should be “and how’s that working for 
you?”  It’s a lose/lose situation that is completely created 
by the competitor.  The verbal “attack” does not change 
how many call backs or the placement for the competitor.  The verbal “attack” 
does show the lack of professional respect and conduct.

A lady judge recently was quite surprised by a male (not a gentleman) 
competitor who aggressively questioned her judging.  This was her first time to 
be “raked over hot coals” in regards to a competitor’s performance.  She said that 
she felt very uncomfortable, not only in the ballroom but also to have to step into 
the elevator with that competitor.  She said that the next day, upon seeing that 
person in the ballroom, she did look at them with different eyes having seen their 
non dance personality come out in a bad way.  

NDCA rules permit discussion of competitor’s marks (if both parties agree) 
to that civil discussion after the CLOSE of the ENTIRE event.  It’s only my 
personal opinion to take the advice given to Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz; “pay 
no attention to that man behind the curtain”, with the judges playing the part of 
the man behind the curtain.  The dancers just need to concentrate on giving their 
best performance and not be concerned with shaking down the judges.

“It should be possible to explain the laws of physics to a barmaid.”
—Albert Einstein

“He has no enemies, but is intensely disliked by his friends”
             — Oscar Wilde 
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The ImperIal SocIeTy 
of TeacherS of DancIng

The ImperIal SocIeTy 
of TeacherS of DancIng

WorlD WIDe

U.S. Branch
a non ProFIt EdUcatIonal EStaBlIShmEnt

U.S. Branch
a non ProFIt EdUcatIonal EStaBlIShmEnt

profeSSIonal creDenTIalS recognIzeDprofeSSIonal creDenTIalS recognIzeD

Medal Tests for students available in all styles, at all levels.

For more info visit USISTD.ORG

  Workshops, Seminars and symposiums are held in  
  various parts of the country at the behest of The  
  Imperial Educational Faculty. Scholarships for 
      futher study are periodically awarded.
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My perception of Social Dance over the many years 
of my career, which started in an Arthur Murray studio 
in Hartford CT in 1958, has evolved and changed over 
time. When I started, there were only a few ballroom 
dance competitions in the US. Arthur Murray’s was 
just starting their “Dance O’rammas”, (glorified 
showcases, mostly “Solo Events”). It was because of 
the lack of competition dancing that I considered all 
ballroom dancing “Social Dancing”. I do think there 
should be a clear understanding of the difference between competitive and social 
behvior as well as the ability to choose what is appropriate for the occasion. 
We can see this in our current political struggle between the right and the left. 
What a great world we could have with a well defined balance of both sides 
of the argument which could remove discrimination and acheive the ultimate 
intergration, “INTELLIGENT FLEXIBILITY WITHIN THE MOMENT”.

I remember the first time, about 1961, I saw a European dancer, Frank 
Regan, dance a waltz. To put it mildly, I was floored. The amount of movement 
and musicality was so far beyond anything I had seen or imagined up to that 
point that it set in motion my passion and desire to learn how to dance that 
way. Of course this is what I would call competition and or medalist dancing. 
I now know that the basis of this dynamic movement and musicality is swing. 
I had learned the American as well as the English technique book idea of rise 
and fall but it unfortunately did not convey to me the idea of swing. It has 
taken me a long time to fully understand the difference and how swing is the 
basis of the musical beauty which can be attained in today’s medalist and 
competition standard dancing. I define swing as creating an illusion that the 
couple is suspended by a rope and every bar of music is an ark of movement. It 
should look like a child on a swing in a playground. Swing can not be achieved 
without the understanding and use of the “Line Of  Dance” and the directional 
movement associated with this imaginary pathway.

When I first heard that there is no rise and fall in Tango I was confused 
because the couples I liked to watch had a lot of rise and fall in some of their 
choreography. I now know that it is swing that is not used in tango.

I had a similar experience with the European Latin dancing. A part of my 
American training was Cuban motion which was confined to my legs and body 
only. Just like my experience with seeing swing in standard dancing I saw a 
European Latin couple who’s musicality was much more complete than what I 
was used too. I again was captivated. I saw how much the extension of the arms 
and hands, in reaction to the body rhythms, enhances the musicality and has 
become a part of the medalist and competitive dancing called “DANCESPORT”.

I do think that what’s called “American Style Smooth”,  on the open 
professional level has developed into a beautiful art form because it has 

Bill Davies
Fellow ISTD

Social Dancing
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incorporated a combination of the musicality of swing as well as the musical 
arm and hand movements like the Latin and jive. I think it should be called 
“Theatrical Ballroom”, which, in my mind  would explain to the general public 
more clearly what it is. To me “SMOOTH” seems to lack the picture. I do not 
support the learning of what’s called American Bronze, Silver and Gold. When 
I watch it I see more competition rather than social behavior in it’s presentation 
and it was never designed for competition dancing. As a result it often looks 
grotesque to me.

So, here I am, having taught, competed, coached and judged Social, Medalist, 
and  Competition dancing for more than 54 years. After all that time I still love to 
dance especially in a social way. I ask myself time and time again what is social 
dancing? I think my definition is pretty good. Enjoying the music and movement 
for myself, caring for my partner and not doing anything which offends or ruins 
the enjoyment of the others sharing the same space. This means using my swing 
and extravagant musical arms to fit the space I am in at the moment. I no longer 
think that there’s only one type of choreography for social dancing. No, its 
selecting the dance behavior that suits the moment and the usable space at hand, 
always keeping in mind how it effects others. Of course when competing, my 
desire to win would change my social behavior. I think it would be great if we 
dancers set the behavioral example for all to follow in regards to a good orderly 
direction to the music of the cosmos.

Ballroom dancing is for everyone, not just the trained competitive dancers.
Don’t get me wrong.  I’m not saying that competition dancing is a bad thing.  

I think it’s a great way for people to improve their dancing.  I also realize that 
competition dancing is a hobby (even a way of life) for some people, and that’s 
fine.  Most people are not going to be competing for the rest of their lives, and at 
some point are going to fall back into social dancing for pleasure and relaxation.  
It would be nice if they can work on basic leading and following along with their 
competition routines.  Learning to dance isn’t just about being the best show 
dancer on the floor.  It’s also about being a comfortable social dancer on the floor.  
It’s also about learning to interact with other people on a personal level (especially 
without the use of cell phones and the internet).  We certainly could use more of 
that in the world today.

Social Dancing Continued from page 17
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An Interesting and Effective Grouping 
for Bronze Foxtrot 

Here is a very effective 8-bar amalgamation of Bronze 
Foxtrot figures that can be used at social dances, in 
competitions or in exhibitions.  This grouping can be used 
in several different places on the dance floor and, with 
slight alterations to the amounts of turn, the group can be 
suited to the various levels of proficiency we encounter 
when teaching the Bronze syllabus. All figures are 
counted S.S.Q.Q, except the Left Box Turn, which is counted 
S.Q.Q, S.Q.Q.

Begin Facing Diagonally to Wall (DW) approaching a corner and dance steps 1-4 of 
Quarter Turns A (In Line) or B (Outside Partner), adding 1/8 turn (3/8 total) to end 
Backing Line of Dance (LOD).  Next, using a Right Rock Turn, step back on Left Foot 
(LF) and dance a “Slow” Pivot on LF, turning 3/8 to Right (R) to Face DW of new 
LOD, Right Foot (RF) forward, still turning to R, into steps 2-4 of Quarter Turns A 
to end Backing Diagonally to Center (DC) of the new LOD. LF back into steps 5-8 of 
Quarter Turns A.  Dance a Swing Step, gradually turning 1/4 to L to end Facing DC.  
Dance the Left Box Turn ended Facing DW.   Follow with Forward Twinkles or any 
figure that commences facing DW.

If danced along side of room, make 1/2 turn to R on step 5 – the “Slow” Pivot – and 
make 3/8 turn to R over steps 6-8 to end Backing DC, then continue as described.

If step 12 (last step of Quarter Turn A) ends Facing DW in a corner, turn the Swing 
Step 1/2 to R to end Facing DC of new LOD, then continue into Left Box Turn.

If desired, steps 4-6 of Left Box Turn could be danced as a Cross Body Lead.

When danced around a corner, the “Slow” Pivot on LF could be ended backing the 
new LOD and a second “Slow” Pivot could then be danced to end Backing DC and 
continue into steps 5-8 of Quarter Turns A.  In this case, leave out the Swing Step and 
either dance a Simple Twinkle or dance the Left Box Turn making just 1/8 turn per 
each 3 steps (1/4 total) to end facing DC and follow with another Left Box Turn or an 
overturned Left Rock Turn. 

Amalgamation

Phillip Stephens
Fellow & Examiner 

ISTD
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Medal Tests

Eric and Deborah Gillitzer took their Profes-
sional Assiociate Interational Standard Exam.

Lori Woods-Gay and Connie Reeves at a Medal Test 
on December 10th, 2011 in Milwaukee, WI.

Lori Ritter, Molly Hough student and Lori Woods-Gay, Examiner. 
December 10th, 2011 in Milwaukee, WI.

Deborah Gillitzer and student John Schultz. John 
took the full Bronze Rhythm Five Dance Medal 
Test.
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(L-R) Connie Reeves, Gary Naines student, 
Susan Sperl student. Gary did his bronze 
smooth foxtrot and tango with Connie and 
silver foxtrot waltz and tango with Susan. 
Examiner was Lori Woods-Gay.

November 11 test session. Carla Hoskins student, Stuart Nichols, Mandy Ball, Tom Huber 
student.

Mandy Ball and Deborah Gillitzer. 
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One Size doesn’t fit all when it 
comes to your Jive Chasse’s

If you’ve ever bought a piece of clothing that was 
labeled “One size fits all” you know that simply just 
doesn’t work.  It’s either hanging off of you or you look 
like a stuffed sausage.  Well the same is true with the 
Jive.  You can’t dance a good Jive using just one chasse 

movement (many dancers think that is the side chasse).  
Each figure in the Jive Technique book has a very specific chasse for the man 

and the lady and they each serve the purpose of getting the job done in terms of 
lead, follow and speed.  

There are basic chasses, turning chasses and combination chasses: 

The basic chasses are: 1. Side Chasse  2.  Compact Chasse  3.  Forward or 
Backward Chasse 4.  Forward or backward Locking Chasse 5.  Running 
Chasse forward or backward. 

 There is also the “Turning Chasse”  which allows for the dancer to 
interpret their Jive musically by dividing their turn as they wish by 
either turning  gradually over the three steps of the chasse or turning 
more quickly perhaps on the first or last step of the chasse.

There are also many other combinations using very specific foot 
positions.  
Here is one example as used in the Change of Places Right (R) to Left 
(L).  The lady  (after she dances her fallaway rock)  will first do a side 
chasse then when she turns under the Gentleman’s arm she will dance 
Left Foot diagonally back to chasse (LRL) to end with the left foot back.  
While the man (after his Fallaway Rock) is dancing a diagonally forward 
chasse and then a forward chasse (RLR).  

Because the Jive, or the Swing for that matter, tend to be labeled the “fun 
dances” many dancers think that sloppy footwork and foot placement are 
inherent in these more casual social dances.  Quite the opposite is true, especially 
because, and if for no other reason, of the speed of the music.  Any extraneous 
movement or inarticulate foot placement will result in a loss of speed and an 
overall sloppy look.  It will also affect your balance and stamina because you are 
wasting movement.  At this speed control is everything and the best way to have 
control is to be accurate and articulate with the type of chasse you use as well as 

Lori Woods-Gay
Fellow & Examiner 

ISTD
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your Jive action and Footwork.
Taking the time to dance with this accuracy and precision will help you cope 

with the speed in an efficient manner, help your partnering and give your Jive a 
clean sharp look.

“It’s no good if I just give it to you.  You’ll resist it—and waste years of 
your life looking for an answer that pleases you more.  When you arrive 
at it on your own, however, you’ll be convinced by it.” *

Sometimes in our dancing we look for the Dali Lama of Dance, the quick fix 
or the secret bullet when the answer very often lies in the basics and the hard 
work of mastering them.  You may already know the answer. You don’t have to 
discover it as much as recognize it.

Koontz, Dean. Forever Odd . Bantam Dell A Division of Random House, Inc. New York, NY, 
2006, p.76

NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH

All members are now eligible to purchase
liability insurance from 
K & K Insurance Co. 

Contact Trish Buyer at (800) 342-4371, Ext. 125. 

You may be able to purchase insurance
for less than $150 per year. 

Remember, all independent dance teachers should have
liability insurance to protect themselves.
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Martin Smith completes his term 
as a committee member

by Frank Regan, Fellow & Examiner ISTD

Martin has served the Society conscientiously for a period of 5 years.
His initial role was that of examination director, a position that has now been 

taken over by Amanda Ball.  He continued his service since then in the capacity 
of an active committee member and has eagerly contributed to the efficiency and 
logistics of workshops and the function of congress activities.  

Martin hails from South Africa where he distinguished himself as a 
competitor, coach and as a judge. After moving to the United States he, together 
with his wife and dance partner, Desiree, opened and maintained a highly 

successful dance studio.  

Martin Smith with his 
wife, Desiree as the 1999 
Kwazulu/Natal Pro Std 
Champs [ provincial/state 
champs ]. They left South 
Africa as undefeated pro-
vincial champs. 
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His enthusiasm and respect for the honor of an Imperial qualification is clearly 
reflected in his acquisition of a Licentiate degree in Standard and Latin circa 1996.

Martin worked for both the Fred Astaire and Arthur Murray organizations 
when he first arrived in America, a factor which helped considerably in 
facilitating his green card and ultimately his American citizenship. He is proud 
to be an American and his colleagues in the Society are proud of his service.  May 
he continue his contribution to the USISTD for many years to come. 
 

Martin dancing with his wife, Desiree at a local competition 
about 5 years ago.
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Very often when I teach a workshop around the coun-
try, or group lesson, the first thing I do is ask a simple ques-
tion: Who can dance their routines on their own? At my last 
workshop three men out of 20 people that were present said 
they could and surprisingly enough, not one lady, to which 
I replied… I did not see any of you ladies being carried into 
the ballroom by your partner or anyone else for that matter. 
We can all walk, run, go to the gym on our own, but when 
women start learning how to dance, all of the sudden they 

start creating this dependency on the man they are dancing 
with. They do it to the point when they cannot take one step 
without leaning on the man. My second follow up question: 

Why? Their answer may vary in terms or words, adjectives, physical demonstrations, 
explanations etc, but the bottom line and the underlying message is the same. We are out 
of balance or we feel out of balance. So, they use their partner as a crutch.

The feeling of being out of balance is very individual, and we are the only one that 
can put ourselves in balance.  There are two main elements that will help anyone to be and 
feel in balance: Posture and understanding the way we move.

1. Posture. The most important factor for balance and overall appearance. Our bodies 
are made out of blocks of weight or main areas: Head, chest, midsection, legs, feet. We 
have to line up all these blocks on top of each other in order to achieve control and 
balance of our bodies. How do we do that? Well, first by eliminating the natural curves 
of your spine. Your spine has an “S” shape naturally. If you straighten the spine, the 
blocks connected to your spine will align properly and you will notice you became 
about two inches taller, not to mention the fact that your demeanor will automatically 
change for the better making you feel more confident. That is what we are trying to 
achieve all along when competing or just dancing in general: confidence, control of our 
bodies, great posture and demeanor.
2. The way we move. Think about the way we walk naturally. Our weight never 
gets from one foot to the other right away, there is a point where our weight is in 
the middle; we call it middle balance. There always one leg responsible to carry our 
weight throughout the process, this leg is called the standing leg, the other leg is called 
the moving leg. Only by using this concept of fully utilizing the standing leg, sliding 
our moving foot forwards or backwards depending on the direction or our next step,  
will help us control our balance and be in charge of the speed, music etc.

The best way to develop an independence from your dance partner is to be aware of 
your own body, by developing a competitive consistent posture, keep in mind the prin-
ciples of standing / moving leg and middle balance and of course practice on your own. 
The practice could be as basic as a simple exercise involving small box, big box as long as 
is done utilizing these basic concepts.  The more you practice and push yourself through 
pain and sweat at the beginning, the easier it will become and you will become fully inde-
pendent and “light” and every male dancer will be dying to dance with you.

Remember, your partner or even your teacher did not sign up to carry anyone around 
the floor. You are in control of your own posture and balance and therefore in control of 
your dancing.

Good luck becoming a great female dancer; it will be an exhilarating journey.        

Empowering the Follower

Rita Gehkman
Fellow ISTD
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Camp location, Date and Time: 
 

MD Studioz LLC 
422 E. Harding St. 

Orlando, FL. 32806 
 

Saturday - Wednesday 4/28 – 5/2, 2012 
10 am – 5 pm each day   

(1-2 pm lunch)   
 

Professional Certification Training  
 

with Miriam Ellis Fellow & Examiner ISTD 
 

 

 

For information & 
enrollment contact 

 
 
 
 

Miriam Ellis 
352-314-3979 

 
 
 

 
miriam_ellis@comcast.net 

April 28 – May 2, 2012 
 
 
 

Orlando, Florida 

ISTD International Latin American Student 
Teacher/Associate Level  
5 Dance Training Camp  

for professional ISTD exam candidates 
 
The 5-day, 30-hour course will cover everything you need in order to prepare for your USISTD Student 
Teacher and/or Associate International Latin Examinations. 
 
This comprehensive series will be broken down into 3 study categories:  
 

• Syllabus figures: We will cover in detail both man’s and lady’s part of each step of the Student 
Teacher/Associate syllabi for all 5 dances: Rumba, Cha Cha, Samba, Paso Doble & Jive. 

 
• Technical Details: A complete study of the fine point technical details of each step.   

 
• Exam Presentation: Across the board candidates agree that the oral presentation during a 

professional exam is by far the most challenging aspect of the entire process. Miriam will present 
valuable tips on how to study for and groom your presentations. 

 
You will have ample time to practice with the group during the week.  
 
Note:  This will also provide excellent preparation for potential Licentiate candidates! 
 
Dance Camp participants should purchase all 5 Latin American ISTD Syllabus manuals, which are 
available from the USISTD Publications Department www.usistd.org.  
 
Total Cost: $350 per person, for 30 hours of training (payable in advance). (Tuition does not include.
       Lodging,Travel or food costs). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact Miriam Ellis for your aenrollment. 
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Classic Faults to be 
avoided when Undergoing a 
Professional Examination  

I am constantly besieged by questions on the following 
elements. Perhaps this will lay to rest a few  points of

    concern.      

1 Positions of the feet: Waltz -  (American and International)
All patterns start and end in 4th position.   Do not begin or end a pattern with 
your feet together (1st position).  The examiner wants to see that you are capable 
of releasing before the lowering action has been completed.

2 Alignments – The definition of an alignment is, “The bearing of the foot in 
relationship to the LOD only at the beginning of the step.”  As an example, take 
the first step of a Left turn aka the reverse turn.  If you commence facing DC and 
you are still facing DC at the end of the first step, it means the following:   a)  You 
have not applied CBM from the correct source; b) You have consequently failed 
to initiate your turn;  c) You are in conflict with the natural order of movement 
i.e. trying to turn by moving in a straight line.

    Given that the sequence of events requires the initiation of turn “before” we 
shift our weight, the first step as man will undergo at least one sixteenth of a turn  
and – as has been proven in high level dancers – up to one eighth. This of course 
is even more obvious in the case of the lady who will anticipate the turn of the 
right foot when moving back by at least one eighth.
Failure to apply this principle is the chief cause of dancers “falling off” the 3rd 
step of waltz turns  in particular the 3rd step of a natural (right turn)  and is also 
cause for much chagrin in the false conceptualization of something called a heel 
turn. Remember, there are no straight lines in nature.  It is not possible to engage 
in curvature without turning.

The Whisk :  A classic fault on this figure both on theory exams and in practice 
(very much so on medal tests) is the failure as lady to develop the alignment 
of pointing DC on the 2nd step. This is frequently a result of the man’s failure to 
create a  “diminishing” application of CBM –hence the term “slight”  i.e. It is the 
loss of CBM as opposed to the increase of CBM which produces the alignment of 
the Lady’s 2nd step.  By the time the man’s weight  is fully over his left foot on the 
first step , the CBM has diminished to almost zero.  Misunderstandings of this 
factor are invariably a result of the fact that CBM is not defined at “cause “ but at 
“effect.”  i.e.  The actual cause or source of CBM  is in the muscles governing the 
rotation of the pelvis over the hip of the supporting leg. 

Frank Regan 
Fellow & Examiner 
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    Before you decide to call the Bureau  of Dance Alarm or have an anxiety 
attack over this, be assured , it is unlikely that this question will ever be asked on 
an Associate or Licentiate Exam but examiners have been known to delve into 
this subject on Fellowship examinations. 

    There certainly are other  faux pas that can be addressed in the Waltz  and 
for that matter in the other ballroom dances but that’s another story for another 
day.  The object of this little dissertation is to promote a mature and profound 
approach to the technology of effective communication on our treasured subject 
not only to others but chiefly to ourselves.

“Beware of false knowledge. It is more dangerous than ignorance”
 --- George Bernard Shaw

 
 

1 

 

 
 
 

PALLADIUM DAYS 
And Other Tales  

of 
Mambo Mania 

 
by 

Frank Regan 
 
  

 
67 

  
 

 
 

“This book is a magni�cent historic accounting by 
Frank Regan in his usual inimitable fashion.  Not 

only is there much to be learned academically, but a 
valuable insight is offered into the evolutionary 

process of Latin dance in America and honors some 
of the great dancers of bygone days…”  

 
Bill Davies 

Former United States & 
Northern American Dance Champion 

 
* * * 

“After I started dancing at age 5 in England in 1950, I 
was lucky to have been taught by the great English 

icons of those days.  While now I reside in the USA, I 
have enjoyed every moment that I have been so 

fortunate to spend time talking and learning from Mr.  
Regan. After picking up this book, I could not put it 

down until I read it all. Frank Regan still amazes me 
with the knowledge he gives to us all.” 

 
Patrick Johnson 

World & British Champion 
 

* * * 
“Frank R egan, in my opinion, knows more about 

ballroom dancing than anyone I have ever spoken to 
and is one of the few who can comment with 
authority from an artistic, social and cultural 

standpoint with a profound understanding of Latin 
music and an authentic knowledge of the dancers 

and musicians who started and perpetuated the Latin 
genre in America. This book will give anyone a new 
found knowledge and who is serious about knowing 

the origins of the Mambo and related social 
movement. I strongly recommend it”  

 
Gary Pierce 

Former U.S. Champion, Noted Lecturer & Theatre 
Choreographer 

 
This book available for purchase 

at the online store.
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My Love/Hate Relationship 
with the Argentine Tango

With the cassette player, on the veranda my 
grandfather took my hand to dance a basic. So, mid-
afternoon on a summer’s day in Greece, I learned the 
Argentine Tango. I was 7 years old and that was the 
last time I saw my grandfather alive. It would be 20 
years before I could value this experience.

Three years ago, by mistake, I entered a Milonga 
(social for Argentine Tango). The music felt famil-
iar yet it wasn’t Latin or Standard. What was this? 
Without any knowledge of the dance, I danced over 
5 hours, as if in a dream. How could this be? Realistically, 
someone without prior dance training cannot walk in off the street and dance. How-
ever, I danced competitively/socially for about 10 years and the skills I gained such 
as balance from Latin and improvisation from social dancing, facilitated the intricate 
rotations my partner led. I felt weightless. After that night, I dismissed it as a beauti-
ful reverie.

The following year, I curiously attended a different Milonga. I arrived to find 
gentleman in suits and ladies in multi-colored 4-inch stilettos with hard-leather soles 
(not our suede ones). The instructor, Michael Nadtochi and his partner demonstrated 
the figure we’d learn. I was so inspired that I attended every Milonga I could. Two 
challenges lay ahead: adapting to being held differently and surrendering to the lead.

The Argentine Tango style I was exposed to uses close embrace and it was very 
different than the dance position in our American Tango. For the most part, I was 
taught to keep the frame in a forward incline with the head and sternum connected. 
As in the Jive, there is an upright posture with the body weight held over the balls of 
the feet. And of course, all good dancing allows the lower half of the body to move 
freely. It took several months before I grew accustomed to this unusual frame. Addi-
tionally, I felt unnerved by the fact that I had to “wait” for the man to lead each step. 
For example, it is incorrect to step across his leg after a parada (stop) without being 
invited (lead) by his upper body, to do so. I struggled with this until one night, I relin-
quished control, closed my eyes, and trusted my partner to lead me, and sure enough, 
it was magical. That moment, I fell in love with the Tango.

Unfortunately, this love didn’t last. The year after, towards the end of the first 
song, the man I was dancing with said “thank  you” to me and walked off the floor. 
This happened 2 more times. Apparently, “Thank you” in the middle of a tanda (set 
of 3 or 4 songs) means I don’t want to dance with you anymore. Was I difficult to 
lead? While that was not the case, from then on, I chose to lead rather than follow 
resulting in a greater appreciation for the man’s role. As in ballroom, the leader must 
adhere to floorcraft rules to protect his partner from possible collisions. He also has 
the responsibility of organizing side, forward, back steps and pivots (swivels), in a 
logical and musical way to make the dance enjoyable for his partner. To achieve this 
he must know more than just a couple of steps, which is why beginning men take les-
sons for a year before stepping on the dance floor. Now, I realize why the men left me 
on the floor. Doing only four steps for 4 songs can be boring for leaders and followers 
so this change allows more practice with other people. Nevertheless, that night left a 

Sophia Idro
Associate ISTD
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bitter taste in my mouth. I hated the Tango.
It wasn’t until recently when I attended a workshop, that I rediscovered my love 

for Tango. That night, my body became one, moving in unison with my partner while 
enjoying the unexpected movements of the dance. From the on, my summer memory 
comes flooding back whenever I hear a Tango. I smell the roses in the garden and 
hear the music playing. I love Argentine Tango for what it gave then and what it gives 
me now... sweet memories.

Members receive a 50% discount for any advertising
through June 31st, 2009

USISTD is a non-profit organization and as such may not engage in
"bartering" or any practice that may possibly convolute information to the IRS

Your ads are important to us here at Topline. 
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How Not to Offend a Dance 
Judge

(And anyone else who happens to be 
watching you dance)

One of the best perks of being chairman of judges is 
getting to interact directly with the whole panel of judges 
at a competition and being present after an event when 
their feelings about the event are still raw. Judges often 
have pent-up frustration after not being able to express 

reactions openly to what is happening on the dance floor. A 
mark on a piece of paper just doesn’t seem adequate. Once 
the prizes have been awarded strong reactions are common 

but are never fully predictable. 
One of the reasons we judge is 
because we feel strongly about 
our art and how it is being 
represented and is evolving. 

The kinds of things that 
disturb judges most is a fas-
cinating topic, and is one of 
the most consistently popular 
subjects at dance camps and 
congresses, usually presented 
as “Judges’ Pet Peeves.” At the 
annual Independence Day Ball Dance Camp we usually take a “field trip” during part 
of this lecture to visit six or seven forewarned lecturers on site to get their opinions 
directly. Being forewarned, the lecturers can appear to be speaking impromptu but 
their reactions are often comically theatrical and always insightful. 

I have decided that the three things which are most offensive to judges in dance 
competitions are insincerity, apathy and ignorance. In everyday life, insincerity most 
commonly appears as lying. A certain amount of lying is assumed in advertising or 
politics but is highly offensive in personal relationships. Dancing with a partner for 
an audience, which includes social dancing, is more like a personal relationship. Any 
apparent faking can be interpreted as a type of lying and can be almost as offensive 
as lying. Dancing must be perceived as real or genuine or it comes across as faking. 
Appropriate role playing is necessary on the dance floor but, like the best acting, you 
don’t want anyone to catch you doing it. The role must fit the perceived personality 
and skill level of the dancer and the setting in which the dancing is being performed, 
whether that setting is a wedding reception, studio party, showcase or a champion-
ship event.  Dancing choreographed routines or elaborate school figures often looks 
like just going through the motions, not unlike the way prostitution is frequently 
depicted in movies. 

One the best cures to faking on the dance floor is the application of the maxim 
“Devotion to the motion creates the emotion.” The action of the waltz is different 
from the action of the rumba and these actions may also vary substantially within 
each dance and between partners. The emotions expressed in the dance should mirror 
the actions being danced or the result is zombie ballroom dancing, melodrama or 

Dan Calloway
Fellow ISTD

I have decided that the three things 
which are most offensive to judges

 in dance competitions are 
insincerity, apathy and ignorance. 
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unintentional comedy. Think about the messages which are embedded in the actions 
of your choreography and stay aware of them every time you perform them. C. S. 
Lewis said, “If you’re thinking about the steps you’re not dancing.” But there is a big 
difference between thinking about the steps and thinking about the meaning of the 
movements. An action as simple as slipping a leg outside partner can be meaningful 
on multiple levels.

Apathy, the second greatest offense to a judge, can also be offensive outside of 
dancing. Apathy about appearance is most egregious in important situations where 
great care is expected, like a wedding, a first date or most formal occasions.  Examples 
of expressions of apathy on the dance floor are bad dress, sloppy technique, or bad 
posture. No judge who has devoted his life to dancing wants to see his chosen art 
form disrespected and is going to react strongly to apparent apathy in whatever form 
it is expressed.

The third greatest offense to a judge is DWI, “Dancing While Ignorant.” This of-
fence is closely related to, and may be a subset of, apathy. Someone who hasn’t done 
their homework or hasn’t studied their craft to achieve an appropriate level of under-
standing and mastery appears apathetic. Apathy often appears as not caring enough 
to correct blatant technical errors but is also expressed as not caring enough to find 
out what one should know. An acceptable level of ignorance is normally determined 
relative to the level of dancing expected. Advanced choreography begs a commen-
surately high level of technical expertise, whereas beginners are expected to fumble 
along to a great extent at first. 

 As a primarily edu-
cational society, the USISTD is 
greatly concerned about igno-
rance in dancing. The flood of 
immigration into our country 
over the last twenty years has 
catapulted the standard of danc-
ing in this country to previously 
unimaginable heights. But the 
attention to fundamental prin-
ciples and figures has not kept 
up commensurately. The explo-
sion of collegiate dancing has 
helped immeasurably to fulfill 
the mass dancing objectives of 
the ISTD. But collegiate dancers 
routinely take lessons from each 
other, a good overall trend, in my 
opinion, but with obvious seri-
ous deficiencies. The members 
of the USISTD can be extremely 
influential in our dance world. 
Using our education to raise the 
standard of dancing in our com-
munities at every opportunity is 
what we’re about.  
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A History of English Ballroom Dancing continued from the Spring Issue of Topline
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To be continued in the Summer Issue of Topline
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U.S.I.S.T.D 

Take your exam with the same Examiners that examine your teachers and judge competitions 

Receive an evaluation of your dancing based on the ISTDʼs 
standards for your level, style, and age group. 

65% and above   Pass 
75% and above   Commended 
85% and above   Honors 
and Comments as time permits 

Dance with your teacher 
or your Amateur Partner 

When you train for a Medal Test, you will gain a better understanding of the root figures and a great 
foundation to build upon, whether your goals are to compete or to be a better social dancer.

Ask your teacher how medal tests can help improve your dancing 

Having a goal, such as a Medal Test, is a great way to improve your dancing.

“...We lead; the rest of the world follows” 

Amanda Ball 
USISTD Examinations Director 

7805 Albania Avenue 
Orlando, FL. 32810 

Cell: 407-902-9995 mandy@livinglinestudios.com

Or Visit our website at www.usistd.org 


